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I’d like to acknowledge the Traditional 
Owners and ongoing custodians of the 
land we’re meeting on today. I pay my 
respects to Elders past, present and 
emerging. 

The Conversation also acknowledges 
the expertise of Indigenous 
researchers who’ve written for us.



The Conversation
• Founded in 2011, The Conversation is an 

independent source of news and views, 
sourced from the academic and research 
community and delivered direct to the 
public.

• Our team of 24 professional editors 
work with university, CSIRO and 
research institute experts to unlock their 
knowledge for use by the wider public.

• The Conversation is a free resource: free 
to read and free to share.

• Very accessible - written at the level of 
an intelligent 16 year-old.



Why?
● Clean information is as vital to 

democracy as clean water is to health. 

● The Conversation works with 
academic experts to inject evidence 
into public debate. 

● Our only agenda is to rebuild trust and 
serve the public by making knowledge 
available to everyone rather than a 
select few. 

● Australia needs independent 
journalism now more than ever.





We are global
• Began in Melbourne in 

2011.

• Now we have separate 
editions of The 
Conversation, in multiple 
languages, in sub-Saharan 
Africa, Canada, France, 
Indonesia, Spain, the UK 
and the US.

• Numerous articles are 
translated and republished 
by our international 
editions.



We reach a large audience “In a moment 
pandemic 
reporting has been 
overtaken by 
partisan infighting, 
The Conversation 
has thrived by 
staying focused on 
the science.” 

Columbia Journalism 
Review



We reach a diverse audience

Kids like us too!



We reach a global audience through our 
network of 20,000 republishers

• We believe in the free flow of 
information. 

• So all our stories are free to 
read or republish – which is 
how we reach millions more 
readers through global media 
outlets.



We reach an international audience
● More than half our 

readers are from 
countries outside 
Australia and New 
Zealand.

● USA, India, UK and 
Canada are the top four 
countries of origin. 



3 key types of stories we publish

Timely: New research, often tied to a journal article



3 key types of stories we publish

Timely: Rapid analysis of issues in the news



3 key types of stories we publish

Timeless: tells an interesting story, answers an 
interesting question



We play a vital role in sharing research

After publishing with The Conversation our authors also: 

● Are invited to speak at conferences (13%).
● Discuss the article with students (32%), colleagues and the public (76%).





Academics use our readership metrics

● Members can access real-time 
analytics.

● Contributors get their very own 
author dashboard.

● Useful for grant applications / 
impact and engagement metrics.



Key points of difference

Collaborative editing & shared final approval



Join 135,000 subscribers to 
our morning newsletter.

On social media? Follow us 
@ConversationEDU

Join us!


